
An ERP system is a vital component in the IT landscape 
of any company. Mission-critical data is combined, pro-
cessed, analyzed and summarized on one central plat-
form. Your ERP solution supplies all the information you 
need for making important business decisions. The in-
dividual modules in the WinLine ERP software package 

are synchronized together in an integrated environment 
that lets you automate and model any process in your 
company, be it in the back office, in manufacturing or in 
sales. WinLine business software will get things moving 
in your company.  

Benefit with 
WinLine.

mesonic ERP & CRM systems are built for your success.

ERP & CRM SYSTEM OVERVIEW

In the office 
(Desktop)

It is in the nature of things that everyone in the compa-
ny has their own tasks, needs and therefore their own 
way of looking at things. Top priority at mesonic: 

All company departments must be able to solve their tasks 
together and operational processes must be designed 
quickly and efficiently, regardless of time and place.  

INTEGRATED PRODUCT LINES for small & medium enterprises.

ERP CRM PPS SMART
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CUSTOMIZED SOLUTIONS

The complete WinLine solution at a fixed monthly price.

The WinLine business product line is organized on a 
modular basis. Companies can pick and choose among 
modules to configure an individually tailored software 
package that fits their specific needs. Modules for ac-
counting, order and invoice entry, inventory manage-
ment and CRM build the core modules.

WinLine corporate is the perfect choice for enterprises 
that have highly demanding requirements on their busi-
ness software. Each corporate module consists of one 
package containing all available features. This gives you 
automatically access to the entire spectrum of functions 
in the ERP and CRM software while profiting at the same 
time from the reasonable, all-included package price. 

You need a large scope of program features, but do not 
want large startup capital outlays? Choose the WinLine 
compact product line for a complete range of solutions 
at a monthly fixed price per user seat. 

The WinLine ERP solution with the greatest possible flexibility.

The WinLine ERP solution with maximum scope of services. 

+ Modular organization
+ Programs for all company areas 
+ Grows with your company 
+ Direct conversion to WinLine corporate possible

+ Comprehensive module packages
+ Other exclusive functions
+ Options for company consolidations
+ Modules for manufacturing companies

+ Complete solution for ERP, CRM, PPS  
+ Software maintenance included in monthly 
 usage fee 
+ Direct conversion to WinLine business or 
 WinLine corporate possible 

The WinLine cloud is the flexible, secure and always 
available complete package without implementation 
or maintanence costs. You pay only for the days you 
actually use WinLine cloud. Billing is made for the exact 
number of days that a user has logged into the system. 

The flexible ERP and CRM solution with a daily use billing model per user. 

+ Complete solution for ERP, CRM, PPS  
+ Private Cloud: customizable solution
+ Secure data storage in data centers
+ Transparent billing model with pay as you use model

ERP & CRM SYSTEM OVERVIEW

Industry diversity is one thing, flexibility is another - but above all, tailor-made busi-
ness software means that it can be perfectly adapted to the current size of your com-
pany and the number of users, and can grow together with your company. 



PROGRAM MODULES

Facts on the mesonic WinLine ACC2
+ Flexible order entry
+ Multiple warehouse management 
+ Vendor Ordering 
+ Product lot and serial number management

ACC2

Facts on the mesonic WinLine ASSET
+ Full integration with WinLine ACC1
+ Various methods for depreciation
+ Numerous valuation and adjustment posting options 

ASSET 

Facts on the mesonic WinLine PPS
+ Single-item, series and variant production
+ Graphic control station
+ Simulation of production orders 
+ Resource and capacity management 

PPS 

Facts on the mesonic WinLine CRM  
+ Mapping of individual processes (workflows)
+ 360° overview: All information about customers,  
 contacts, projects in real time 
+ Complete integration with all WinLine ERP modules

CRM

FINANCIAL ACCOUNTING 
As the core of the ERP system, even the basic module of 
WinLine FIBU has a lot to offer: various booking masks, 
OP management and a powerful dunning system en-
sure comfortable working.

ASSET MANAGEMENT
In WinLine ASSET, various depreciation options provide 
flexibility and are the basis for investment/liquidity plan-
ning and procurement. 

INVENTORY MANAGEMENT
Merchandise planning, warehouse management and 
sales are organized in the enterprise resource planning. 
Even the basic functions in order processing, document 
management, price management, customer/supplier 
management as well as warehouse and order manage-
ment of WinLine are extensive. 

PRODUCTION / PLANNING PPS
The WinLine PPS module promotes reduced product 
turnaround times, manages resource availability and ca-
pacity, analyses inventory requirements and efficiently 
schedules the use of company resources. Integration 
with the other WinLine ERP modules lets you stay up-
to-date on employee and financial resource values. 

CRM & WORKFLOW MANAGEMENT
The WinLine CRM has two central core functions: it 
serves to build first-class customer relationships and 
also enables the digitalization and automation of work-
flows in the company through integrated workflows.

BUSINESS INTELLIGENCE
The integrated WinLine BI tools let you systematically 
report on data from all WinLine applications, providing 
the basis for operations and strategic business deci-
sions. 

SMART
The WinLine SMART modules are used for internal com-
munication and organization. In order to include all em-
ployees in the company, even those people who do not 
have full mobile user access to the WinLine ERP and 
CRM functionalities can use the modules. 

ACC1 Facts on the mesonic WinLine ACC1 
+ Interfaced to WinLine ASSET and ACC2
+ Cost accounting, controlling, liquidity analysis
+ Balance sheet consolidation & corporate conso- 
 lidation

ERP & CRM SYSTEM OVERVIEW

BI Facts on the mesonic WinLine BI
+ Analyses of data from all WinLine areas
+ Cross-client/fiscal year analysis
+ Data Source Import and Export

SMART Facts on the mesonic WinLine SMART
+ Online operation via desktop or mobile devices
+ Basic function: employee master data manage- 
 ment, networked teamwork (social collaboration)
+ Modules: time recording, vacation management,  
 data protection (GDPR), process management, in- 
 ternal procurement, video conferencing, gamification
 



WINLINE
ADDITIONAL TOOLS
Our software offers many additional modules that extend the WinLine software with just the 
flexible and user-friendly features that you need. 
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+ SYSTEM
These system tools are designed for use in several different areas of WinLine. They offer many kinds of ways of using the software to its fullest and most 
flexible extent.

+  LIST 
 User-defined lists 

+  INFO
 Management Information system

+  EXIM
 Export/Import of master data

+  BATCH VOUCHER
 Export and import of voucher documents

+  CAMPAIGN
 Campaign Management

+  FORM EDITOR II
 Report and Form Editor

+  MTA 
 Tracking & Reporting for email campaigns  
 in WinLine incl. MesoCloud Services

+  FLP
 Functional Landingpages incl.  
 WinLine MTA and MesoCloud Services

+  VOUCHER PRO
 Automatic incoming voucher processing

+  ACTIONSERVER
 Periodic generation of reports and actions      

+  SYNC
 Synchronisation of extended appointment  
 information with Microsoft Exchange

+  KONU
 Account renumbering

+  ARCHIVE I
 Archiving of internal documents/vouchers

+  ARCHIVE II
 Archiving of internal and external documents

+  SAVE I
 User authorization and data auditing

+  CTK
 Program window and menu editor/
 customizing

+  WINLINE SERVER 
 Support of memory usage 


